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Theorem 1.1 Let X � Rd be an n-point set, and let " > 0 be given. A (1 + ")-approximately optimal 2-clustering of X can be found in timeO�n logn � "�2d log 1" + n"�(4d�2) log 1"�:In particular, the running time is O(n log n) for a �xed " > 0.If f(s) denotes the smallest cost of a 2-clustering of X whose both clusters have sizeat least s � 1, then a 2-clustering with cost at most (1 + ")f(s) can be computed intime O�n log n+ ns (log n)2"�2d log 1" + ns log n � "�(4d�2) log 1"�:For an arbitrary �xed k > 2, we get a somewhat worse, although still near-linear,algorithm.Theorem 1.2 Let X � Rd be an n-point set, let k � 3 be �xed, and let " > 0 be given.A (1 + ")-approximately optimal k-clustering of X can be found in timeO�n(log n)k"�2k2d�:If we consider only clusters of size at least s, an improvement similar to Theorem 1.1is possible as well, but we will not elaborate on this in this paper.Geometric facts about k-clustering. Before reviewing previous work about k-clustering, let us introduce some notation and simple geometric facts.For a point p 2 Rd and a �nite set S � Rd, let us putcost(S; p) = Xx2S kx� pk2:As is well-known, and easy to check, we have cost(S) = cost(S; c(S)) = minp2Rd cost(S; p).Further, if c1; : : : ; ck 2 Rd are given points, then Pki=1 cost(Si; ci) is minimized, over allchoices of a k-partition (S1; S2; : : : ; Sk) of X, by letting Si be the set of points of X forwhich ci is the nearest point among c1; : : : ; ck (ties are broken arbitrarily). Geometricallyspeaking, Si are the points of X lying in the Voronoi region of ci in the Voronoi diagramof the set fc1; c2; : : : ; ckg. Let us call such a partition (S1; S2; : : : ; Sk) the Voronoi par-tition of X according to c1; ck; : : : ; ck, and let us denote it by �Vor(c1; : : : ; ck). Thus, anoptimal k-clustering is a Voronoi partition, and in particular, an optimal 2-clustering islinearly separable.Previous work. Clustering by the above cost function is frequently used in theliterature and in practical applications. In practice, mostly heuristic methods have beenused, such as the k-means algorithm (local improvements of the current clustering bymoving individual points among the clusters).Algorithms with performance guarantees for k-clustering in Rd have recently beenconsidered by Hasegawa et al. [7] and by Inaba, Katoh, and Imai [8] (where also somebackground information and references to other papers can be found). Inaba, Katoh,and Imai [8] observe that the number of distinct Voronoi partitions of a given n-point setX � Rd induced by k points c1; c2; : : : ; ck is at most O(nkd), and they can be enumeratedinO(nkd+1) time. Consequently, the optimum k-clustering under the variance-based costde�ned above can be found in time polynomial in n, for any �xed d and k.2



Hasegawa et al. [7] noted that if �opt = (S1; S2; : : : ; Sk) is an optimal partition and ifci is chosen as the point of Si nearest to c(Si), then cost(�Vor(c1; : : : ; ck)) � 2cost(�opt).By testing all the Voronoi partitions with c1; : : : ; ck chosen among the n points of X, inO(nk+1) time, one can thus �nd a 2-approximately optimal k-clustering.Inaba, Katoh, and Imai [8] presented a randomized algorithm for �nding a near-optimal 2-clustering among the 2-clusterings with no too small cluster. More precisely,let " > 0 and s 2 [1; n] be parameters. Their algorithm �nds, with probability at least12 , a 2-clustering for which the cost is no worse than (1 + ")-times the cost of any 2-clustering with cluster size at least s. The running time is O(nmd), where m is of theorder n"s + ns log ns . They remark that their method can also be generalized for �nding ak-clustering with a �xed k (in that case, they need to consider all Voronoi k-partitionsof an m-point set in Rd).Remarks and further work. With the techniques of the present paper, it doesn'tseem easy to improve the O(n logn) running time for approximate 2-clustering with "�xed, but I do not know whether 
(n logn) is a lower bound or not. Improving therunning time for approximate k-clustering, perhaps to O(n log n) for any �xed k and ",is another interesting problem.The work on this paper started by trying to �nd a deterministic counterpart of the2-clustering algorithm of Inaba, Katoh, and Imai [8]. They consider a random sampleT of m points from X, and for all linearly separable 2-partitions (T1; T2) of T , they usethe centroids of T1 and of T2 as candidates for centroids of an approximately optimal2-clustering of X. The usual derandomization techniques in computational geometrywould suggest to replace the random sample T by a suitable deterministically computedsample. However, in this problem, it seems di�cult to de�ne suitable properties of sucha good sample. If one takes the probably most natural such property, namely that foreach linearly separable 2-clustering (S1; S2) ofX there is a linearly separable 2-clustering(T1; T2) of T such that the centroids of T1 and of T2 approximate the centroids of S1and of S2, respectively, then a single good small sample T need not exist at all (in therandomized algorithm, the sample T is good in this sense, with probability close to 1,for any �xed (S1; S2), but it need not be good for all 2-partitions simultaneously). Thus,instead of imitating the sampling of T , we will construct a suitable set of candidates forthe centroids directly.In this paper, we concentrate on asymptotic results. We do not make any attemptto optimize the various constants appearing in the proofs and algorithms, preferringconceptual simplicity and simplicity of exposition instead. It is possible that someof the ideas in the paper can be applied in practically e�cient computations, but asigni�cant amount of work seems to be needed for developing such practical versions ofthe algorithms.The cost function considered in this paper is only one of many possibilities investi-gated in the literature. In particular, the following family of cost functions, parameter-ized by a real number � 2 [0; 2], has geometric properties somewhat similar to those ofcost(�). Namely, the cost of a cluster S is given bycost�(S) = jSj��1 Xx2S kx� c(S)k2and the total cost of a partition is again the sum of costs of its clusters. The caseinvestigated in this paper is � = 1; other interesting cases are � = 0 (the cost of a3



cluster is its variance) and � = 2 (the cost is the sum of squared distances of all pairs inthe cluster). For � 2 [1; 2], the optimum clustering can be characterized by a weightedVoronoi diagram (generally with both additive and multiplicative weights); see Inaba,Katoh, and Imai [8] for the cases � = 1; 2. Methods of the present paper might beapplicable to k-clustering with the cost function cost� with � 2 [1; 2], although furtherwork seems to be needed to give e�cient approximation algorithms. Another interestingclass of cost functions arises, for example, by taking the same costs for the clusters butcombining them in a di�erent manner, say by taking the maximum over all clusters.Also, clusterings where the cost of a cluster is its diameter or the radius of its smallestcontaining ball have been investigated intensively in computational geometry (see e.g.[6]). The geometry of such clusterings is quite di�erent, but some of our techniquesmight still be useful.A very important stream of results on geometric approximation algorithms wasinitiated mainly by the paper of Arora [1], which gave a polynomial-time (1 + ")-approximation algorithm for the Traveling Salesman Problem in a Euclidean space of�xed dimension, for any �xed " > 0. Numerous other problems were attacked success-fully by a similar approach. Results somewhat related to our clustering problem wereobtained by Arora et al. [2], who consider the k-median problem. Here, for an n-pointset X � Rd, a k-point set M � Rd, the k medians, should be found minimizing thesum, over x 2 X, of distance of x to its nearest neighbor in M . In other words, thisis a k-clustering problem where the cost of a cluster S is minp2RdPx2S kx � pk, andthe total cost is the sum of the costs of the clusters. For d = 2, Arora el al. [2] obtaina polynomial-time randomized algorithm for any �xed " > 0 (while k is regarded asa variable parameter). Very recently, Kolliopoulos and Rao [9] obtained the expectedrunning time O(21="dn log n log k), for any �xed dimension d (also, in their formulationof the problem, the medians can only be selected among the points of X). The k-medianproblem looks very similar to the k-clustering with the cost function considered here, butthe cost function is a sum of distances rather than of squared distances. While the ge-ometry of the clustering problem with squared distances is simpler in some respects, thesquared distances seem to make the problem rather di�erent from those where Arora'sapproach has been applied so far. We also remark that the dependence on " and on din the Kolliopoulos and Rao result is exponential and doubly exponential, respectively.Nevertheless, it might be worth trying to use some of the ideas of Arora and others forgetting a better dependence on k, say, in the k-clustering algorithm.2 PreliminariesLet diam(X) denote the diameter of a set X � Rd.Let A and M be sets in a metric space. We say that M is �-dense for A if eachpoint of A is at distance at most � from some point of M . We will sometimes need�-dense sets for simple convex sets A in Rd, such as cubes, under the Euclidean metric.An example of an �-dense set for A is the intersection of the grid �d�1=2Zd with the�-neighborhood of A. In the simple cases we will deal with, this set is easily constructedin time proportional to its size.Well-separated pairs. For a real number " � 0, we de�ne a relation �" on (ordered)pairs of points in Rd: we let (x; y) �" (x0; y0) if kx � x0k � " � kx � yk and ky � y0k �4



" � kx � yk (Fig. 1). We say that (x; y) and (x0; y0) are "-near if (x; y) �" (x0; y0) and(x0; y0) �" (x; y) (note that �" is not \quite" symmetric). We say that a set P of ordered
rxx0 y y0"rFigure 1: The relation �".pairs of points of Rd is "-separated if no two pairs in P are "-near. An "-complete setof pairs for a set X is a set P of ordered pairs such that any ordered pair of points ofX is "-near to some pair in P . (Note that we do not insist that points in the pairs in Pbe from X, although often it will be the case|for example in the following theorem.)We will use a result of Callahan and Kosaraju [5], which for our purposes can bephrased as follows:Theorem 2.1 Let X be an n-point set in Rd, and let " 2 (0; 1). Then any "-separatedset P � X �X of pairs has size at most O(n"�d). An "-complete set P of pairs for X,with jP j = O(n"�d) and P � X �X, can be computed in O(n log n+ n"�d) time.Approximate range searching. In a range searching problem, we consider an n-point set P � Rd and a class R of admissible ranges (such as d-dimensional axis-parallelboxes, spheres, simplices, etc.). Each point p 2 P is equipped by a weight w(p) 2 S,where (S;+) is a commutative semigroup (this means that the weights can be addedtogether; computationally, one assumes that a weight can be stored in a single word ofmemory and that the semigroup operation can be performed in unit time). The goalis to preprocess the set P with the weights and store the results in a data structure sothat, given a query range R 2 R, the total weight of points in R, i.e. Pp2P\Rw(p), canbe calculated e�ciently.We will need a result of Arya and Mount [4] on approximate range searching. Givena range R 2 R and a number " > 0, let R+ be the set of all points of distance at most" � diam(R) from R, and let R� be all points of distance at most " � diam(R) from thecomplement of R; see Fig. 2. An "-approximate intersection of P with a range R is anysubset P1 � P with P \R� � P1 � P \R+. An "-approximate answer to the query withrange R is any weight of the formPp2P1 w(p), where P1 is an "-approximate intersectionof P with R. Arya and Mount assume that for a given d-dimensional axis-parallel cubeQ, it can be decided in unit time whether Q � R+ and also whether Q \ R� = ;.They show that after O(n logn) preprocessing time, a data structure of size O(n) canbe built, such that an "-approximate answer to any query R 2 R can be computed intime O(log n+ "d). The query time bound improves to O(log n+ "d�1) if all R 2 R areconvex. A reporting version of the query is also possible; namely, the list of points of aset P1 as above can be computed in O(logn+"d+ jP1j) time (or in O(log n+"d�1+ jP1j)time for convex ranges).Spanners. Let X be a set of n points in Rd. A graph G = (X;E) is called a(Euclidean) t-spanner of X if for any two points x; y 2 X, there is a path from x to y5



R R+R� P n P1P1Figure 2: Approximate range searching.in G of length at most tkx� yk, where the length of a path is the sum of the Euclideanlengths of its edges. Point sets in low-dimensional spaces admit sparse spanners. Arecent strong result, subsuming most of the previous work, is due to Arya et al. [3]:for any �xed " > 0 and d > 0 and for any n-point set in Rd, a (1 + ")-spanner ofmaximum degree O(1) can be computed in O(n log n) time. We will only need the muchweaker result that a 2-spanner with O(n) edges can be computed in O(n log n) time.(And, actually, spanners are not crucial in our applications; they are used mainly forconvenience.)3 Putting the points on a polynomial-size gridHere we describe a reduction showing that for the k-clustering problem with a �xed k,it is su�cient to deal with points with polynomially large integer coordinates, after asuitable preprocessing.Our model of computation is the Real RAM ; we assume that the point coordinatesare arbitrary real numbers. This means that ratios of the interpoint distances can bearbitrary large, say exponential in n (although this is rather unrealistic for practicalinputs). A suitable preprocessing allows us to get rid of these extremely large distanceratios.Proposition 3.1 Let d and k0 be �xed. Suppose that there is an algorithm A that, fora given " > 0, k � k0, and an n-point multiset X 0 � Rd with points lying on an integergrid of size O(n3="), �nds a (1 + ")-approximately optimal k-clustering of X 0. Then a(1+ ")-approximately optimal k0-clustering for an arbitrary n-point set X � Rd can becomputed with O(n logn) preprocessing and with at most C calls to algorithm A, withvarious at most n-point sets X 0, with k � k0, and with �" instead of ", where � > 0and C = C(k0) are constants.Proof. Let G be a 2-spanner of the given set X, and let G� denote G minus all edgesof (Euclidean) length at least �. We put � = diam(X)=n, and we observe that G� isnecessarily disconnected.Let X 0 be a (multi)set arising by moving each point of X by no more than � =�"�=(5n2). By such a movement (and appropriate re-scaling), it can be guaranteed6



that the points of X 0 lie on an integer grid of size O(n3="). (Note that a multiset mayresult.)We call the algorithm A on this X 0, obtaining a (1 + �")-approximately optimalk0-clustering �0 of X 0. If cost(�0) is larger than a suitable threshold, equal to 120�2,we show that the corresponding k0-clustering � of X is (1 + ")-approximately optimalfor X. Otherwise, if cost(�0) is below this threshold, we infer that each cluster inan optimal k0-clustering of X is completely contained in a connected component ofG�. This implies that G� has at most k0 connected components. If there are exactlyk0 connected components, then the components necessarily determine the optimumclustering. Otherwise, if there are m < k0 components, we recursively k-cluster eachof the components, 2 � k � k0 � m + 1, and we combine an approximately optimalk0-clustering from these data (in time bounded by a function of k0).It remains to establish the above claims. By moving the points by at most �, thecentroids are moved by no more than � as well. By passing from X to X 0 or back,the square of the largest possible distance of a point from a centroid, diam(X)2, ischanged by no more than jdiam(X)2 � (diam(X) + 2�)2j � 5� diam(X). It followsthat for any k-clustering � of X, if �0 is the corresponding k-clustering of X 0, thenjcost(�)� cost(�0)j � n � 5� diam(X) � �"�2.Supposing that cost(�0) � 120�2, and knowing that �0 is (1 + �")-approximatelyoptimal k-clustering of X 0, it is easy to check that � is (1 + ")-approximately optimalclustering of X, provided that � was chosen su�ciently small.Next, suppose that cost(�0) < 120�2. We infer that, for � su�ciently small, anyoptimal k0-clustering �0 of X must satisfy cost(�0) < 116�2. This implies that thedistance of any two points in the same cluster must be smaller than 12�. But bythe properties of the 2-spanner G, any two points from distinct components of G�have distance at least 12�. Therefore, any optimal k0-clustering has clusters completelycontained in the components of G�, and we can apply the recursion as described above.This �nishes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 24 Approximate centroid setsLet S be a �nite set in Rd. We let�(S) = � 1jSj Xx2S kx� c(S)k2�1=2be the quadratic-mean radius of S. For a real number " � 0, the "-tolerance ball of S isthe ball centered at c(S) of radius "3�(S).Let X � Rd and C � Rd be �nite point sets. We call C an "-approximate centroidset for X if C intersects the "-tolerance ball of each nonempty S � X. We call C an"-approximate centroid set for X for cluster size � s if it intersects the "-tolerance ballof each cluster of size s or larger.The following lemma uses the ideas of Inaba, Katoh, and Imai [8]:Lemma 4.1 Let X � Rd be a �nite point set, let k � 2, and let C be an "-approximatecentroid set for X for cluster size � s. Then there are c1; c2; : : : ; ck 2 C such thatcost(�Vor(c1; c2; : : : ; ck)) � (1 + ")cost(�)7



for any k-clustering � of X with all clusters of size at least s.Proof. Let (S1; S2; : : : ; Sk) be an optimal k-clustering of X with all clusters of size atleast s. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; k, choose ci 2 C lying in the "-tolerance ball of the cluster Si.For each i, we havecost(Si; ci) = Xx2Si kx� cik2 � Xx2Si�kx� c(Si)k+ kc(Si)� cik�2= cost(Si) + 2kci � c(Si)k � Xx2Si kx� c(Si)k+ jSij � kci � c(Si)k2� cost(Si) + 2 "3�(Si)qjSij �qcost(Si) + jSij( "3�(Si))2� cost(Si) + 23" cost(Si) + "29 cost(Si)� (1 + ") cost(Si):Let (S01; S02; : : : ; S0k) = �Vor(c1; : : : ; ck). By the optimality of the Voronoi partition withrespect to given centroids, we havekXi=1 cost(S0i) � kXi=1 cost(S0i; ci) � kXi=1 cost(Si; ci) � (1 + ") kXi=1 cost(Si):2A simple construction for well-separated point sets. Here we give a verysimple construction of an "-approximate centroid set. This construction is suitablefor a (multi)set X whose ratio of maximum and minimum interpoint distances is notextremely large. In particular, according to Proposition 3.1, for an approximate k-clustering algorithm, we may assume that X lies on an integer grid of size O(n4); thenthe ratio of the maximum and minimum distances of (distinct) points of X is O(n4).The parameters of the construction are the set X, the minimum cluster size s, thenumber " > 0, and a number � > 0 which is a lower bound for the minimum distanceof two distinct points of X. (As we will see, the dependence of the quality of theconstruction on � is only logarithmic, and so we can take a generous lower bound.) Theset being constructed is called C.Let us set r = �n . (If X is a set, with no multiple points, it is su�cient to setr = 1p2�.) This choice guarantees that for any cluster S � X with at least two distinctpoints, we have �(S) � r. This follows from the well-known equalityXx2S kx� c(S)k2 = 12jSj Xx;y2S kx� yk2: (1)In the sequel, by a cube, we will always mean an axis-parallel cube (in Rd). TheK-enlargement of a cube Q is the cube concentric with Q and with side K-times largerthan the side of Q.Let Q0 be the 3-enlargement of the smallest cube enclosing the given set X, and letR be the side of Q0.Let us call a cube Q aligned if it arises from Q0 by a repeated subdivision, where ineach subdivision, the current cube is partitioned into 2d equal-size cubes.8



The construction begins with Q0 as a single active cube and with C = ;.At each step of the construction, we consider one of the currently active cubes,denoted by Q. Let � be the side length of Q. We choose a set CQ that is ( "18 �)-densefor the 2-enlargement of Q (Fig. 3 left); we may assume jCQj = O("�d). We add CQ tothe constructed set C.
QCQ Q�

118pd"�
Figure 3: The set CQ (left) and the subdivision of Q (right).After this, the cube Q ceases to be active. If � � 2r, we subdivide the cube Qinto 2d cubes of side �2 (formally, we consider the cubes to be products of semi-openintervals, so that the cubes in the subdivision are disjoint and cover Q). A cube Q0 inthis subdivision becomes active if and only if it contains at least s2d+1 points of X. Theconstruction ends if there are no active cubes left.As a �nal step, we add to C all the points of X of multiplicity s or larger. This takescare of all clusters S consisting of (copies of) a single point.Lemma 4.2 We have jCj = O(ns "�d log nR� ), and the construction can be performed intime O((n+ ns "�d) log nR� ). The constructed set C is an "-approximate centroid set forX for cluster size � s.Proof. During the construction, we encounter active cubes with at most O(log Rr )distinct side lengths. Since each active cube Q contains at least s2d+1 points of X, andthe cubes with the same side length are disjoint, the total number of active cubes inthe whole construction is O(ns log Rr ), and the bound on the size of C follows. The timebound is straightforward.Let S � X be a cluster of size at least s with at least two distinct points. ByMarkov's inequality, the ball B of radius p2 � �(S) centered at c(S) contains at leasts2 points of S. Let j � 0 be the integer such that � = R2j 2 [3�(S); 6�(S)). Since thediameter of B is smaller than �, the ball B intersects at most 2d aligned cubes of side �,and hence some of these cubes, call it Q, contains at least s2d+1 points of X. Thus, Q wasan active cube sometime during the construction. The point c(S) is at distance at mostp2 � �(S) � 12� from Q, and so it lies in the 2-enlargement of Q (Fig. 4). Consequently,the set CQ � C contains a point at distance at most "18 � � "3�(S) from c(S). Hence Cintersects the "-tolerance ball of S. 2A construction for arbitrary sets. The following construction yields an "-approximate centroid set C for an arbitrary n-point set (or multiset) X. It also gives a9



Q�2-enlargement of Q
c(S)B p2�(S)

Figure 4: Illustration to the proof of Lemma 4.2.slightly better asymptotic bound on the size of C, but it is more complicated than theprevious construction. Mainly for the sake of simplicity, we only present this construc-tion for s = 1 (obtaining "-approximate centroid set for all clusters). A generalizationto an arbitrary s appears possible too, with the resulting size bound O(ns "�d log 1" ), butthe proof becomes somewhat complicated.The construction will again proceed by recursively subdividing the cube Q0 as inthe previous construction. It will be convenient to imagine that the constructed cubesare the nodes of a rooted tree (such trees are known as quadtrees in the literature). Thecube Q0 is the root. When a cube Q is subdivided into 2d cubes of the same size, thecubes Q0 obtained by the subdivision with Q0\X 6= ; become the sons of Q in the tree.Moreover, in order to avoid possibly in�nite branches in the tree, a cube Q is not furthersubdivided if it contains exactly one point of X. Let Q denote the set of all nodes ofthe constructed tree.In the previous construction, we have automatically included into C the sets CQ forall the constructed cubes; this time we will be more selective.Let us put ` = llog2 A" m, where A is a su�ciently large constant (a suitable valuecan be calculated from the proof below). For a cube Q 2 Q of side length �, de�ne theperiphery of Q as the set Pout(Q) nPin(Q), where Pin(Q) is the 3-enlargement of Q andPout(Q) is the 22`-enlargement of Q (Fig. 5). We call a cube Q 2 Q signi�cant if itsperiphery contains at least one point of X; otherwise, Q is insigni�cant .
Q Pout(Q)Pin(Q)periphery�3�22`�

Figure 5: The periphery of a cube Q.Now we can state the rule for constructing the set C. By saying that Q 2 Q is �lled10



we mean that the set CQ is added to C. Each Q 2 Q is �lled unless there is a ~Q 2 Qthat is insigni�cant and lies exactly ` levels below Q in the tree (this means that ~Q � Qand the side of ~Q is 2`-times shorter than the side of Q). Finally, we add to C all pointsof X.Lemma 4.3 The constructed set C has size O(n"�d log 1" ), and it is an "-approximatecentroid set for X (for all clusters).Proof. First we estimate the size of C. Since the leaf cubes of Q are disjoint and eachof them contains a point of X, there are n leaves. If a cube Q 2 Q is �lled, then it isfewer than ` levels from a leaf or it contains a signi�cant cube ~Q 2 Q lying ` levels belowit. The number of the �lled cubes of the former type is at most n` = O(n log 1" ). Thenumber of the �lled cubes of the latter type is no more than the number of signi�cantcubes ~Q 2 Q, which we estimate next.First of all, since the number of leaf cubes is at most n, there are no more than ncubes in the tree with at least two successors (the branching cubes). Moreover, any cubelying at most 3` levels below a branching cube can be charged to that branching cube;at most O(n`) cubes are charged in this way. Let Q0 be the remaining signi�cant cubes.For ~Q 2 Q0, we can thus assume that ~Q lies in an aligned cube Q̂ with side 23`�, where� is the side of ~Q, such that Q̂ contains no other points of X besides those in ~Q.Let us classify the cubes in Q0 into 2d3` types, as follows. A cube ~Q 2 Q0 lies in oneof the 2d subcubes of the corresponding Q̂, and the cubes in Q0 are classi�ed accordingto the subcube; for example, in the plane, the four possibilities are lower left, upper left,lower right, and upper right. Next, each ~Q 2 Q0 has a level in the tree (distance fromthe root), and we classify it by the remainder of the level modulo 3`. It remains to showthat the number of cubes in Q0 of any given type (given subcube and level modulo 3`)is O(n). This can be easily derived from Theorem 2.1 on well-separated pairs (althougha more complicated direct proof is possible too).Let Q1 � Q0 be the signi�cant cubes of the considered �xed type. For each ~Q 2 Q1,choose a pair (x; y) 2 X�X, where x 2 ~Q and y lies in the periphery of ~Q. We will showthat the pairs for di�erent cubes in Q1 cannot be, say, 1-near, and then Theorem 2.1will imply the claimed bound.Let ~Q; ~Q0 2 Q1 be cubes with sides � and �0, respectively. If � = �0 then the distanceof ~Q and ~Q0 is at least 23`�1 (because their big cubes Q̂ and Q̂0 are disjoint), while thediameter of their peripheries is much smaller (22`pd). Therefore, their pairs cannot be1-near. And if � > �0 then � � 23`�0, and the pair assigned to ~Q0 must be much closerthan the pair assigned to ~Q. This shows that the total number of signi�cant cubes isO(n`).It remains to prove that the constructed set C intersects the "-tolerance balls of allclusters S. Consider a cluster S � X. We may assume that �(S) > 0, for otherwiseS consists of (several copies of) a single point and this point is included in C by theconstruction. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, let B be the ball of radiusp2��(S) centeredat c(S), and let Q 2 Q be a cube with side length � = R2j 2 [3�(S); 6�(S)) containingsome point of S\B. If Q was �lled, the set CQ intersects the "-tolerance ball of S (as inthe proof of Lemma 4.3). It remains to consider the case when Q was not �lled, whichmeans that there is an insigni�cant ~Q 2 Q lying ` levels below Q. We �x such a ~Q.11



We want to show that the "-tolerance ball of the cluster S completely contains ~Q.Since C must contain a point lying in ~Q, this will prove that C intersects the "-toleranceball of S.Let Sin = S \ Pin( ~Q) and Sext = S n Pout( ~Q). Note that S = Sin [ Sext, since ~Q isinsigni�cant and thus it has no points in its periphery. We now prove thatkc(S) � c(Sin)k � "6�(S): (2)Choose c(Sin) as the origin of coordinates, so that Px2Sin x = 0. The distance of thepoints of Sext from c(S) is at least 13 2`� � A3"� � A18"�(S), and by Markov's inequality,we obtain jSextj � 136"2jSj (if A is su�ciently large). We calculate, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,jSj2 � kc(S)k2 = Xx2S x2 =  Xx2Sext x2� jSextj � Xx2Sext kxk2 � 136"2 � jSj2�(S)2:This proves (2). Since c(Sin) 2 Pin( ~Q), the distance of c(S) from Pin( ~Q) is at most"6�(S). The diameter of Pin( ~Q) is 3pd �2�` < "6�(S), and so the ball of radius "3�(S)centered at c(S) covers ~Q as claimed. 2An e�cient algorithmic version of the construction. Let us modify the previousconstruction so that it can be performed in near-linear time.Theorem 4.4 Given an n-point set X � Rd and an " > 0, an "-approximate centroidset for X, of size O(n"�d log 1" ), can be computed in time O(n logn+ n"�d log 1" ).Proof. The algorithmic version of the construction has two quite independent parts.In the �rst part, we �nd all the leaf cubes in Q and we �ll the corresponding cubes atmost ` levels above them. In the second part, we detect a superset of the signi�cantcubes and we �ll the cubes ` levels above them.To �nd the leaf cubes, we simulate the subdivision construction, with a suitableprovision for cubes with a single successor. We start with the root cube Q0. For each ofthe currently active cubes Q, we �rst �nd the smallest aligned cube Q0 containing all thepoints of Q\X (such a shrinking operation is used in several papers concerning e�cientquadtree constructions; see Arya and Mount [4]). Then we subdivideQ0 provided that ithas more than one point. In this way, all the leaves are discovered and we only generateO(n) cubes in the process.If we know the minimum and maximum coordinates of the points in Q, the shrinkingoperation can be implemented in O(1) time (if the oor operation is allowed; see [4] fora discussion). For an e�cient implementation of the subdivision operation, we canproceed as in Callahan and Kosaraju [5]. We store d doubly-linked lists with Q, the ithlist containing the points of Q \X sorted by the ith coordinate (initially, such lists forQ0 are obtained in O(n log n) time). In order to split Q into halves in the x1-direction,say, we �rst search the list sorted by the x1-coordinate from both ends, until we �nd thepoint of splitting. If a is the size of the smaller part, this is done in O(a) time. Then wedelete the a points of the smaller portion from the other d � 1 lists, also in O(a) time.12



Such a splitting is done for each of the coordinates in turn. A simple analysis, which weomit, shows that the total time for �nding all leaf cubes in Q is O(n log n).In the second part, we compute a superset of the signi�cant cubes. From the previousstep, we know the branching cubes, and we can thus generate all the cubes at most `levels below them.Next, we generate a 1-complete set P of pairs for X of size O(n) as in Theorem 2.1.Let (x; y) 2 P . For each of the 2d3` possible types of signi�cant cubes, we �nd all alignedcubes ~Q of that type such that a pair (x0; y0) that is 1-near to (x; y) could possibly beassigned to ~Q.From the distance kx�yk and from the type, we can read o� the side of ~Q uniquely.The possible location of x0 is a ball B around x, whose diameter is smaller than theside of the big cube Q̂ corresponding to ~Q. Hence, at most 2d aligned cubes Q̂ can beconsidered. If such a Q̂ contains no point of X it can be disregarded. If it contains apoint x 2 X, we can output the aligned cube ~Q with the appropriate side containing x(of course, this ~Q need not be a signi�cant cube in our tree, but all signi�cant cubes arecertainly included).Thus, the following problem remains to be solved: we are given a set of O(n) alignedcubes and a set of n points, and we need to detect the cubes containing at least onepoint. This can be done easily in O(n log n) time. For example, we can �rst organizethe cubes into a quadtree (some nodes may be missing in the regular quadtree structurebut these can be added if needed). Then we traverse the quadtree with points and thequadtree with cubes simultaneously. 25 Approximate 2-clusteringHere is an obvious algorithm for �nding a (1+")-approximately optimal 2-clustering forX using the "-approximate centroid sets constructed in Section 4.1. Compute an "-approximate centroid set C for X.2. Form the set P of all pairs (c1; c2) of distinct points of C.3. For each pair (c1; c2) 2 P , compute the Voronoi diagram, i.e. the hyperplane hbisecting the segment c1c2. Compute the cost of the 2-clustering given by h, andselect the 2-clustering with the smallest cost.In a direct implementation of this algorithm, we thus consider about jCj2 pairs(c1; c2), and for each pair, we need O(n) time for computing the cost of the corresponding2-clustering. This can be improved in two respects. First, as shown by Lemma 5.1 below,instead of all pairs (c1; c2), it is su�cient to consider an "-complete set of pairs for C asin Theorem 2.1 (making the approximation factor somewhat worse). And second, it ispossible to use approximate range searching to approximate the cost of the 2-clusteringfor each pair.Lemma 5.1 Let c1; c2 2 Rd be points, and let c01; c02 be such that the pairs (c1; c2) and(c01; c02) are "-near, " � 19 . Let � = �Vor(c1; c2) be the clustering of X by the bisectinghyperplane of c1 and c2, and let �0 = �Vor(c01; c02). Then cost(�0) � (1 + 16")cost(�).13



Proof. Let � = (S1; S2) and �0 = (S01; S02). By the optimality of the Voronoiclusterings for given centroids, it su�ces to show that cost(S01; c1) + cost(S02; c2) � (1 +16")[cost(S1; c1)+cost(S2; c2)]. To this end, it is enough to show that for each x 2 S01nS1,we have kx � c1k � (1 + 6")kx � c2k (a symmetric argument applies for x 2 S02 n S2).Since x 2 S01, we know that x is closer to c01 than to c02, i.e. kx � c01k � kx � c02k(Fig. 6). Put � = kc01 � c02k. We have kx � c1k � kx � c01k + "� � kx � c02k + "� �
c1 c01
c02 c2 S01S02S2S1x

Figure 6: Illustration to the proof of Lemma 5.1.kx � c2k + 2"�. Now we need to bound kx � c2k from below by a multiple of �. Wehave kx� c2k � kx � c02k � "� � 12� � "�, and so � � 21�2"kx � c2k � 3kx � c2k. Thus,kx� c1k � (1 + 6")kx � c2k as required. 2In step 2 of the algorithm at the beginning of this section, we can thus let P bean "-complete set of pairs for C (instead of taking all pairs). It remains to implementstep 3 e�ciently.Each pair (c1; c2) 2 P de�nes a 2-clustering (S1; S2) by its bisector. If we wantto approximate cost(S1) + cost(S2) within the factor of (1 + 3"), say, we can a�ord to\misclassify" any point x whose distances to c1 and to c2 di�er at most by the factor(1 + "). Therefore, ifB1 = fx 2 Rd : (1 + ")kx� c1k � kx� c2kg andB2 = fx 2 Rd : (1 + ")kx� c2k � kx� c1kg;we can use the value cost(S01)+cost(S02) for any 2-clustering (S01; S02) such that B1\X �S01 and B2 \X � S02.Write � = kc1 � c2k. Calculation shows that B1 is the ball of radius r = �"p1 + " asin Fig 7. Moreover, the distance of the balls B1 and B2 is (slightly) smaller than 12"�.Let �B1 be the ball concentric with B1 and of radius r + 14�". If we use �-approximaterange searching (see Section 2) with �B1 as the query, where � is such that B1 � �B�1 andB2\ �B+1 = ;, then the answer gives us the weight of some set S01 satisfying the above re-quirements. It turns out that � should be chosen of the order "2, which leads to the querytime O(log n+ "�2(d�1)). (By considering the approximate range-searching algorithm indetail, one might perhaps get this down to something like O(log n+ "�(d�1)).)The function cost(:) itself is not directly amenable to range searching (it is notadditive). However, it can be evaluated using range searching with several auxiliarytypes of weights. The �rst weight w1 of a point is 1, and w1(S) = jSj. Further w2(x) =kxk2 and w2(S) = Px2S kxk2, and �nally w3(x) = x 2 Rd, w3(S) = Px2S x. Byperforming approximate range searching with the composed weight w = (w1; w2; w3),14



c1 c2B2B1�"�"p1 + "
Figure 7: The balls B1 and B2.we can calculate all of w1; w2; w3 for the same set S01. The weights of the complementaryset S02 = X n S01 can be computed from the weights of X and of S01. Finally, cost(S) fora set S can be computed from w(S) using the equality (1):cost(S) = 12jSj Xx;y2S kx� yk2 = 12jSj�2jSj �Xx2S kxk2 � 2 Xx;y2S hx; yi�= Xx2S kxk2 � 1jSj�Xx2S x;Xx2S x� = w2(S)� 1w1(S) kw3(S)k2:Summarizing, it is possible to preprocess the set X in O(n logn) time in such a waythat, for a given pair (c1; c2), cost(�Vor(c1; c2)) can be approximated within a factor of(1 + ") in time O(log n+ "�2(d�1)).By using this in the implementation of step 3 of the algorithm at the beginning ofthis section, and employing the bounds for the construction of an "-approximate centroidset from Theorem 4.4 and from Lemma 4.2, we arrive at the total running time boundsfor 2-clustering as claimed in Theorem 1.1. 26 Approximate k-clusteringIn order to extend the method of the previous section to k-clustering with a �xed k > 2,it is natural to de�ne that two ordered k-tuples (c1; c2; : : : ; ck) and (c01; c02; : : : ; c0k) are"-near if for any two indices i; j, 1 � i < j � k, the pairs (ci; cj) and (c0i; c0j) are "-near(as in Section 2). We have the following analogue of Lemma 5.1:Lemma 6.1 Let (c1; c2; : : : ; ck) and (c01; c02; : : : ; c0k) be two k-tuples of points in Rd thatare "-near, " � 19 . Let � = �Vor(c1; c2; : : : ; ck) and �0 = �Vor(c01; c02; : : : ; c0k) be therespective Voronoi clusterings of a set X. Then cost(�0) � (1 + 16")cost(�).Sketch of proof. As in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we estimate Pki=1 cost(S0i; ci), whereS0i are the clusters of �0. Considering a point x lying in Si and in S0j, the calculation inthe proof of Lemma 5.1 shows that kx� cjk2 � (1 + 16")kx � cik2. 215



Well-spread k-tuples. We can proceed to de�ne an "-complete set of k-tuples for aset C in an obvious manner. But, heading for a near-linear approximation algorithm, wecannot a�ord to compute all k-tuples in such an "-complete set, because their numbercan be too large. The simplest example occurs for k = 4, with 4-tuples (c1; c2; c3; c4)where c1 is very close to c2 and c3 very close to c4, but these two pairs lie relatively farapart (Fig. 8). One can construct an example of an n-point set C and 
(n2) 4-tuplesc1c2 c3c4Figure 8: Obtaining many well-separated 4-tuples.of its points such that no two of them are 1-near, say. On the other hand, the \�nestructure" of the two subsets fc1; c2g and fc3; c4g as in Fig. 8 does not matter for theirmutual interaction; we can use any of the pairs (c1; c3), (c1; c4), (c2; c3), and (c2; c4) forde�ning a bisector that separates the clusters of c1 and of c2 from the clusters of c3 andof c4. This motivates the following de�nition.For a real number M > 0 and sets Y � X � Rd, we say that Y is M -isolated in Xif any point of X n Y has distance at least M � diam(Y ) from Y . We note that if Y � Xis 1" -isolated in X, and x 2 X n Y , then all the pairs (y; x) with y 2 Y are "-near.Let us say that X � Rd is "-well-spread if there is no proper subset Y � X, jY j � 2,that is 1" -isolated in X.Lemma 6.2 Let X be a k-point "-well-spread set, " � 18 , and let � be the minimumdistance of two (distinct) points of X. Then diam(X) � (2" )k�2�.Proof. Consider a Euclidean minimum spanning tree T of X. Let e1 be the shortestof its edges, and for i � 1, let ei+1 be the shortest edge connecting the subgraph Ti ofT induced by the edges e1; : : : ; ei to the rest of T . Since for i = 2; 3; : : : ; k � 1, V (Ti) isnot 1" -isolated in X, we get that kei+1k � 1" diam(Ti) � 1" (ke1k+ ke2k+ � � �+ keik). Thelemma now follows by induction on i. 2Lemma 6.3 Let C � Rd be an m-point set, let " < 18 , and let k � 2 be �xed. Thenone can compute a set C of ordered k-tuples with the following properties:(i) For any "-well-spread k-tuple of points of C, there is a k-tuple in C that is "-nearto it.(ii) jCj = O(m"�k2d).(iii) Each k-tuple in C is "2 -well-spread.(iv) At least one point in each k-tuple in C belongs to C.(v) For any given k-tuple of points in Rd, there are no more than O(1) k-tuples of Clying "-near to it. 16



(vi) The minimum and maximum distance of points in each k-tuple in C are boundedby constant multiples of the minimum and maximum distance in C, respectively.The running time is O(m logm+m"�k2d).Proof. We use an algorithm for generating an "2 -complete set P � C�C of pairs for C,as in Theorem 2.1. For each pair (x; y) 2 P , we further compute k-tuples having x andy as points with the smallest (or almost the smallest) distance. We put � = kx� yk andR = 2�(2" )k�2 and we choose a 14"�-dense set D for the ball of radius R centered at x.We output all k-tuples that consist of x, of y, and of some k � 2 points of D (in somearbitrary order), such that: every two points of the k-tuple have distance at least 14�,the k-tuple is "2 -well-spread, and it has diameter at most 2diam(C).The number of generated k-tuples isO�m"�d( R"� )(k�2)d� = O�m"�d�(k�1)(k�2)d� = O(m"�k2d):Given an "-well-spread k-tuple (c1; c2; : : : ; ck), c1; : : : ; ck 2 C, with � = kc1 � c2k beingthe shortest distance, we know that there is a pair (c01; c02) 2 P "2 -near to (c1; c2), with�0 = kc01� c02k 2 [��2"�; �+2"�] � [12�; 2�]. In the corresponding set D, there are pointsc03; c04; : : : ; c0k, c0i being at distance at most 14"�0 � 12"� from ci (using Lemma 6.2). Itis routine to check that the k-tuple (c01; c02; : : : ; c0k) has all interpoint distances at least12� � 14�0, diameter no larger than 2 diam(C), and that it is "2 -well-spread, and so it wasoutput by the algorithm.Let C0 denote the resulting set of k-tuples. This set satis�es all the conditions in thelemma except possibly for (v): the k-tuples can sometimes be cluttered together. Werun a pruning algorithm on C0. Let (c1; c2; : : : ; ck) 2 C0. To each point ci, we assignan aligned cube Qi containing ci. The side of Qi is determined as follows: if �i is thedistance to ci of the nearest neighbor of ci among the cj , j 6= i, then the diameterof Qi should be between 14"�i and 12"�i. We call two k-tuples in C0 equivalent if theircorresponding k-tuples of aligned cubes are identical. From each equivalence class, wediscard all k-tuples but one (computationally, this can be done in O(n logn) time). Itcan be checked that the resulting set C of k-tuples satis�es both (i) and (v). 2The algorithm. Now we can formulate a high-level description of a recursive algo-rithm for k-clustering. The parameters of the recursive procedure are: a set X � Rd(the points), a set C � Rd (candidates for centroids), and the number of clusters k (" isregarded as a global parameter). The result is a k-clustering of X and its cost. Initially,the algorithm is called with the given set X, an "-approximate centroid set C for X,and with the given k. We need to assume that the ratio of the maximum and minimumdistances in X is polynomially bounded (see Section 3); in such case, the constructionof C (Theorem 4.4) can be implemented in such a way that C also has this property.The procedure operates as follows.1. If k = 1 then return X (as the single cluster) and cost(X). Otherwise continuewith the next step.2. For k� = 2; 3; : : : ; k, generate a set C� of ordered k�-tuples for C as in Lemma 6.3.17



3. For each (c1; c2; : : : ; ck�) 2 C�, let (X1;X2; : : : ;Xk�) = �Vor(c1; c2; : : : ; ck�) be theVoronoi partition of X, and let Ci be the points of C lying in the "�-neighborhoodof ci, where � is the distance of the two closest points among c1; c2; : : : ; ck� (seethe schematic illustration in Fig. 9). If Ci = ; for some i, we disregard the currentk�-tuple (c1; c2; : : : ; ck�), otherwise we process it according to the next step.
c1 c2 c3c4X1 X2 X3

X4
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C2Figure 9: The recursion in the k-clustering algorithm.4. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; k�, call the procedure recursively on Xi and Ci, with the numberof clusters ki running from 1 to k� k�+1. This yields a ki-clustering of Xi for allthe considered ki. Find the combination (k1; k2; : : : ; kk�), k1 + k2 + � � �+ kk� = k,for which the k-clustering of X obtained by combining the computed ki-clusteringsof the Xi's has the smallest cost.5. For each k�-tuple in C� with all the Ci nonempty, we thus obtain one k-clustering.Among these, return the one with the smallest cost.Using Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3, one can check that for " below a suitable constant, thealgorithm computes a (1 + O("))-approximately optimal k-clustering of X. It remainsto specify the implementation of the various steps in more detail and bound the runningtime.Implementation and running time analysis, ignoring cost computations. Inthe �rst part of the running time analysis, let us ignore the cost of step 1 (computingcost(X)) and the cost of computing the Voronoi partition �Vor(c1; c2; : : : ; ck�) in step 3;in the �nal version of the algorithm, the set X will be passed only implicitly to therecursive procedure and the cluster cost will be approximated using range searching.The sets Ci in step 3 are computed using approximate range searching (the reportingversion), say with " = 14 (the algorithm still works correctly if we take Ci as a 14 -approximate intersection of C with the 2"�-ball around ci). The set C at the top levelof the algorithm is preprocessed, and the queries are always made with respect to thisoriginal set; this is not exactly as speci�ed in the algorithm, but it works just as well.Also, we do not generate Ci if ki = 1. Thus, computing the Ci for one k�-tuple in C�needs O(log n) overhead, plus time proportional to the combined size of the Ci. If thequeries are processed simultaneously for all i, we can make sure that whenever some Ciis empty, the total time for the queries is only O(log n). If we charge time proportionalto jCij to the recursive call with Ci, we get that the overhead for the computation ofthe Ci is O(log n) per k�-tuple in C�. 18



Thus, the running time in a recursive call, excluding the time for the embeddedrecursive calls (and, as stated above, ignoring the computations involving X), is at mostO(jCj(log n+ "�k2d) + jC�j log n). In order to bound the total running time, we need toconsider the total size of the sets C� generated by the algorithm.Charging running time to tufts. Let us look at how a k�-tuple c in some C�can arise in the algorithm. At the top level of the recursion, we choose some k�1-tuplec(1) = (c(1)1 ; : : : ; c(1)k�1 ) and an index i1. We consider a recursive call belonging to c(1)i1 , i.e.with the sets Xi1 and Ci1 . In this second-level recursive call, we choose a k�2-tuple c(2)(lying in a small neighborhood of the point c(1)i1 ) and an index i2, and we proceed withthe third-level recursive call, etc., until we �nally reach our k�-tuple c = c(`) at some`th level of recursion, ` � k. Schematically:c(1)1 c(1)2 � � � c(1)i1 � � � c(1)k�1c(2)1 � � � c(2)i2 � � � c(2)k�2... ...c(`�1)i`�1c(`)1 c(`)2 � � � c(`)k�̀c(`�1)1 � � � � � � c(`�1)k�̀�1We have (k�1 � 1) + (k�2 � 1) + � � �+ (k�̀�1 � 1) + k�̀ � k.By Lemma 6.3, for each of the k�-tuples generated in step 2, at least of its pointslies in C. Let i` be an index of a point lying in C in our k�-tuple c = c(`), i.e. such thatc(`)i` 2 C.For j = 1; 2; : : : ; `, let Lj = Lj(c) = fc(j)i : i = 1; 2; : : : ; k�j ; i 6= ijg, and letr = r(c) = c(`)i` . The total size of the Lj is at most k � 1, and each Lj [ frg is "3 -well-spread.For a point x and �nite sets L1; L2; : : : ; L`, call (r; L1; : : : ; L`) a (k; ")-tuft if jL1j+jL2j+ � � �+ jL`j < k and each Lj [ frg is "-well-spread; r is the root of the tuft.In this way, each k�-tuple c generated by the algorithm is assigned a (k; "3)-tuft whoseroot lies in C. One tuft is assigned to at most O(1) k�-tuples (the sets in a tuft areunordered, while the algorithm formally deals with ordered k�-tuples, and so each tuftcan be ordered in a number of ways). Let TA be the set of all the tufts produced by thealgorithm in this manner.The total size of the sets C� generated by the algorithm is at most proportional tojTAj. We need to verify that also the total size of all the sets C entering the recursive calls(only those with k > 1) is at most proportional to jTAj (note that, in some recursive calls,it might happen that jC�j is much smaller than jCj). Suppose that C has been passed tosome recursive call of the procedure, say to a call on the qth level of recursion. This callis uniquely identi�ed by the k�j -tuples c(1); c(2); : : : ; c(q�1) and the corresponding indices19



i1; i2; : : : ; iq�1 generated at the previous levels of recursion. We may assume that jCj � 2(otherwise the size of C can be charged to the calling procedure rather than to the calledone). Then it can be checked that for each point x 2 C, there is a tuft in TA having x asthe root and containing the points of each c(j) (excluding c(j)ij ), j = 1; 2; : : : ; q�1. Indeed,a pair (x; y), where y lies close to some of the nearest neighbors of x, is generated at theqth level of recursion (for k�q = 2), and x and y together with the points of c(1); : : : ; c(q�1)form the desired tuft in TA. The total running time of the k-clustering algorithm (stillignoring the operations with X) is thus O(jTAj(log n+ "�k2d)).We call two (k; ")-tufts (r; L1; : : : ; L`) and (r0; L01; : : : ; L0̀ ) �-near if, for each j =1; 2; : : : ; `, jLj j = jL0j j and the (jLjj + 1)-tuples frg [ Lj and fr0g [ L0j are �-near (insome ordering of its points, such that r is matched with r0). We note that by theconstruction of the sets C� in the algorithm, at most O(1) tufts of TA are "-near to anygiven (k; "3)-tuft (by Lemma 6.3(v)).Lemma 6.4 Let r 2 Rd be �xed. Let T be a set of (k; ")-tufts with root r such thatfor each (r; L1; : : : ; L`) 2 T , diam(frg [ L1 [ : : : [ L`) � R and any two points in eachLj [ frg have distance at least � (R � 2�). Suppose that no two tufts in T are "-near.Then jT j = O((log R� )k�1"�(k�1)2d).Proof. Consider the tufts in T with a given ` � k � 1 and with given sizes of the Lj .For a given tuft (r; L1; : : : ; L`), let �j be the smallest distance in frg [ Lj and let ij bethe largest integer with 2ij � �j . By the assumption on T , there are at most log2 2R�possible values of each ij . If ij is �xed, by Lemma 6.2 we know that the points of Lj liein the ball around r of radius (2" )jLj j�12ij+1, and it su�ces to determine their positionwith accuracy "2ij . It follows that the number of choices for Lj is O(log R� � "�djLj j2).The bound in the lemma follows (actually, it is an overestimate, since if e.g. the powerof the logarithm is k � 1 then the power of 1" is at most (k � 1)d). 2For the tufts in TA (generated by the algorithm), we know that log R� = O(log n). Itfollows that jTAj = O(jCj(log jCj)k�1"�(k�1)2d).If the operations concerning X, which were ignored so far, are implemented in astraightforward manner, i.e. in O(n) time each, they add at most O(n) as a multiplica-tive factor, and so the total time is slightly superquadratic. To do better, we can againuse approximate range searching.Approximate cost computation. In order to present this part of the algorithm, weneed to say a little more about the approximate range-searching algorithm consideredin Section 2. For our purposes, we can regard its data structure as a rooted tree T(called a partition tree), where each node is associated with a subset of the given set P .The root is associated with the whole P . Each node has two sons; the subsets of thesons are disjoint and together cover the subset of their parent node. Leaves of the treeare associated with one-point subsets. When processing a query with a range R, thealgorithm visits the nodes of some rooted subtree TR of T ; for each visited node, eitherboth sons are visited or none of them. Each leaf of TR (i.e. each visited node whose sonswere not visited) is labeled either IN or OUT. The approximate answer to the queryis computed by summing up the weights of all the visited nodes labeled IN. The totalnumber of visited nodes, for any convex query range, is O(log n+ "�(d�1)).20



From this description, it is easy to see that this data structure allows us to processqueries with intersections and complements of query ranges. For example, if R1 and R2are convex ranges, we can compute w(P1\P2) in O(log n+"�(d�1)) time, where P1 is an"-approximate intersection of P with R1 and P2 is an "-approximate intersection withR2. Namely, we compute the visited subtrees TR1 and TR2 , and we look at the leavesof their union. For the answer, we take all the leaves that are labeled IN according toboth TR1 and TR2 ; here a node of T is considered to be labeled IN according to TR1 ifit is a leaf of TR1 labeled IN or a descendant of such a leaf of TR1 .In the recursive k-clustering algorithm, we �rst build the partition tree T for theoriginal (top-level) set X. The parameter X will be passed in an implicit representationto the recursive calls: it is represented as a subtree of T plus a labeling (IN/OUT) ofits leaf nodes.It remains to describe how the Voronoi partition �Vor(c1; c2; : : : ; ck) of a current setX is computed. We recall the ball B1 introduced at the end of Section 5 (Fig. 7) forc1 and c2 and the slightly larger ball �B1 used for the queries there. We let Bij and �Bijdenote the analogously de�ned balls for ci and cj (so B1 is the same as B12).In order to �nd suitable approximations to the Xi, we �rst compute, for all i; j,1 � i < j � k, a set Aij that is an �-approximate intersection of �Bij with X. (This Aijis represented implicitly, by a subtree of T and an IN/OUT labeling of its leaves.) Here� = �("2) is chosen so that if x 2 Aij then kx � cik < kx � cjk, while for x 62 Aij wehave kx� cjk � (1 + ")kx � cik. Now we de�neX 01 = \j>1A1jX 02 = (X nX 01) \ �\j>2Aij�...X 0i = (X n (X 01 [ � � � [X 0i�1)) \ �\j>iAij�...X 0k = X n (X 01 [ � � � [X 0k�1):The X 0i form a partition of X, and each X 0i is represented by O(log n+ "�2(d�1)) nodesof the partition tree. It remains to show that if a point x 2 X is \misclassi�ed", i.e. itis nearest to ci but was placed to some X 0j , then kx� cjk � (1 +O("))kx � cik.First suppose that x 2 X 0j n Xi, i > j. This immediately leads to a contradiction,since x 2 X 0j implies x 2 Aji and so kx� cjk < kx� cik.Next, let x 2 X 0j n Xi, i < j. There must be a reason why x is not placed in X 0i,namely that x 62 Aij1 for some j1 > i, implying that kx�cj1k � (1+")kx�cik. If j = j1we have what we wanted. If j1 > j then, since x is placed to X 0j , we get x 2 Ajj1 , andconsequently kx� cjk � kx� cj1k � (1+ ")kx� cik. Finally, if i < j1 < j, we can repeatthe argument with j1 instead of i. There is a j2 > j1 with x 62 Aj1j2 , and so kx� cj2k �(1 + ")kx� cj1k, etc. After no more than k� 1 such steps, we reach j or beyond it, andwe thus have kx�cjk � (1+")k�1kx�cik = (1+O("))kx�cik as desired. Therefore, thek-clustering algorithm using the approximate partitions described above instead of exactVoronoi partitions correctly computes a (1 +O("))-approximately optimal k-clustering.21



Each operation with X (cost computation or partitioning) is performed in timeO(log n+ "�2(d�1)), using the implicit representations of the X 0i and the weight compu-tations described at the end of Section 5. At the same time, each such operation can beuniquely attributed to some tuft in TA. For the total running time of the k-clusteringalgorithm we thus get the estimateO(jTAj(log n+ "�2(d�1) + "�k2d)) = O(jCj(log jCj)k�1"�(k�1)2d(log n+ "�k2d))= O(n"�d(log n)k"�(k�1)2d�k2d)= O(n(log n)k"�2k2d):Theorem 1.2 is proved. 2References[1] S. Arora. Polynomial time approximation schemes for Euclidean TSP and othergeometric problems. In Proc. 37th Annu. IEEE Sympos. Found. Comput. Sci., pages2{11, 1996.[2] S. Arora, P. Raghavan, and S. Rao. Polynomial time approximation schemes for theEuclidean k-medians problem. In Proc. 30th Annu. ACM Sympos. Theory Comput.,1998.[3] S. Arya, G. Das, D. M. Mount, J. S. Salowe, and M. Smid. Euclidean spanners:Short, thin, and lanky. In Proc. of the 27th Annual ACM Symposium on the Theoryof Computing, pages 489{498, 1995.[4] S. Arya and D. Mount. Approximate range searching. In Proc. 11th Annu. ACMSympos. Comput. Geom., pages 172{181, 1995.[5] P. B. Callahan and S. R. Kosaraju. A decomposition of multidimensional pointsets with applications to k-nearest-neighbors and n-body potential �elds. J. ACM,42:67{90, 1995.[6] V. Capoyleas, G. Rote, and G. Woeginger. Geometric clusterings. J. Algorithms,12:341{356, 1991.[7] S. Hasegawa, H. Imai, M. Inaba, N. Katoh, and J. Nakano. E�cient algorithms forvariance-based k-clustering. In Proc. First Paci�c Conf. Computer Graphics Appl.,Seoul, Korea, vol. 1, pages 75{89. World Scienti�c Publishing Co., 1993.[8] M. Inaba, N. Katoh, and H. Imai. Applications of weighted Voronoi diagrams andrandomization to variance-based k-clustering. In Proc. 10th Annu. ACM Sympos.Comput. Geom., pages 332{339, 1994.[9] S. Kolliopoulos and S. Rao. A nearly linear-time approximation scheme for theEuclidean k-median problem. In Proc. 7th Ann. Europ. Sympos. on Algorithms,1999.
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